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precursor of the Frege-Russell definition of number. As mentioned 
above, Bolzano's discussion of concrete numbers is quite at 
variance with Frege, and abstract numbers, which play a very 
minor role in Bolzano's system, can only be connected with 
Frege's analysis if we assume that Bolzano's "properties" are 
akin to Frege's "courses-of-values." Overall, however, the 
careful scholarship which is exhibited in Berg's edition deserves 
our thanks. 
Bolzano's views on the foundations of mathematics are worth 
studying not only because he anticipated some imporant later 
ideas, but because he advanced some original and subtle views 
which have not been elaborated since. This extremely welcome 
volume testifies both to his originality and to his subtlety. 
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DOCTRINE DE L'ANGLE SOLIDE. By Florimond de Beaune (1601-1652). 
Edited by Pierre Costabel, transcribed from the original 
manuscript by Bernard Barbiche, typed by Arlettte Chancrin. 
Paris (Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin). (Collections des 
travaux de l'Acad6mie Internationale d'Histoire des 
Sciences, NO. 19). 1975. 157 pp. 
Reviewed by Michael S. Mahoney, 
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540 
Sometime around 1639 Florimond (II) de Beaune (1601-1652), 
now best known for his Notae breves published in the 1649 Latin 
edition of Descartes's Geometria, drafted the first half of a 
two-book study of the solid angle. In it he meant to emulate 
what had been achieved for the plane and spherical triangle. 
That is, given three elements (sides, angles, or a combination 
thereof) of either sort of triangle, one could determine the 
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remaining three, either geometrically or by use of trigonometric 
tables. The solid angle increased the total number of elements: 
it contained, in de Beaune’s terminology, three “plane angles” 
(face angles), three “collateral angles of inclination” (angles 
between adjacent faces), and three “conjoint angles of inclina- 
tion” (angles between edges and opposite faces). But the 
general problem remained the same: given any three, to find 
the others. 
The incomplete Doctrine treats only the plane and collateral 
angles. It rests on a reduction of the solid angle to a plane 
configuration. Severing two of the faces along their common 
edge, de Beaune rotates them about the edges shared with the 
third face until they lie in the plane of that face. Thus un- 
folded, the angle becomes a fanned array of three contiguous 
angles about a common vertex. A series of ingenious cons- 
tructions maps the three collateral angles onto the plane array 
and so makes them accessible to constructive treatment. 
But de Beaune mixed his obvious gift for visualizing 
three-dimensional configurations with a commitment to a 
rigorously synthetic mode of presentation. Having required 125 
often quite tedious propositions and even more diagrams to 
dispose of the first six elements, he apparently abandoned the 
proposed second book on the conjoint angles. After his death, 
his manuscript made a circuitous journey from Blois to Paris via 
Copenhagen, passing through the hands of Erasmus Bartholin, 
Jean Picard, and Gilles Personne de Roberval. Mersenne referred 
to de Beaune’s Doctrine in his 1644 Cogitata physico-mathematics, 
van Schooten and Bartholin discussed it in their correspondence 
with Huygens, and Oldenburg called Leibniz’ attention to it in 
the mid-1670s. Yet the treatise remained unpublished, and 
ultimately it slipped into the archives of the Acaddmie des 
Sciences among Roberval’s manuscript books, there to lie 
unnoticed until 1963. After a further delay of twelve years, 
it has now finally appeared in a pleasant offset edition, 
amplified by Pierre Costabel’s introduction, modern mathematical 
transcription, and additional documentation concerning de Beaune 
r13 * 
A modern edition is surely welcome. It makes an historical 
source available and assures its preservation. But the editions 
also poses a curious problem of historical intervention, for its 
very existence may assign more importance to the Bctrine than 
it warrants. Why, after all, was it not published in its OWTI 
day? By way of answer, Costabel cites Bartholin’s complaint 
about the number and intricacy of the diagrams. He adds to it 
his own consternation over the illegibility of de Beaune’s hand 
(hence the need for the paleographic expertise of Bernard 
Barbiche of the Ecole des Chartes). Finally, he hints at 
Roberval’s jealous secretiveness. These conditions apparently 
satisfy Costabel as reasons for the work’s descent into oblivion. 
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Yet, it would then seem to follow that fewer diagrams, a clear 
hand, and a more open secretary of the Acadt?mie would have 
resulted in the work's publication. 
One may doubt that and ask rather whether many people at 
the time would have found the work interesting enough to 
publish. The very history recounted by Costabel suggests that 
the answer is, trNol'. Consider his own summary judgement of the 
work: 
Tout au long de l'ouvrage, certes, il est clair que 
l'auteur ne fait guke que r.Gexprimer dans le langage 
de l'angle solide, correspondant du triangle sph&ique, 
une matike deja organisge, mais il le fait avec le 
souci de laisser a la m&thode g&om&rique une exclu- 
sivit& absolue (p. 21). 
But who appreciated that exclusiveness? Costabel himself cites 
a statement by de Beaune that "le plus excellent de la geomdtrie 
consiste dans l'analyse, en sorte que saris cela elle est bien 
imparfaite" (p. 13). From this obiter dictum, Costabel concludes 
that de Beaune "a certainement eu un aptitude singuliere a com- 
prendre ce qui consitue l'essence de la mathematique, comme a 
maitriser l'usage des modes op&atoires" (p. 13) [2]. 
Composed in the old synthetic mode, with no trace of the 
algebraic methods rapidly becoming synonymous with l'analyse, 
the Doctrine contributed nothing but a purity of form for which 
increasingly few creative mathematicians felt any need or even 
much appreciation. Costabel's own impatience with de Beaune's 
plodding style stands revealed in the excision of passages of 
"no immediate utility to the modern reader" (p. 24) [3] and in 
the "Transcription Schematique Moderne" (pp. 107-126), where 
modern symbolism and algebraic and trigonometric reformulation 
hasten the reader through to the mathematical essence of the 
treatise. That same impatience was prevalent in the seventeenth 
century and may well explain the fate of de Beaune's manuscript. 
It would be ironic if the text's modern resurrection were 
to undo the judgement of its contemporaries. Yet, by the same 
token, it should remind us of the need for a thorough study of 
the undercurrent of synthetic geometry that flowed, however 
faintly, beneath the mainstream of algebra and infinitesimal 
analysis in the seventeenth century. 
NOTES 
1. This includes inventories of de Beaune's library and 
collection of instruments (pp. 129-152); the former could prove 
more valuable than the text itself. 
2. This remark raises a more general point of interpretation 
on which I disagree with Costabel. It does not seem 
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historiographically useful--nor even historically correct--to 
say that seventeenth-century mathematicians understood the 
essence of mathematics, as if it were some single, transcendent 
truth. Rather, they created a form of mathematics that has 
since become the core of the discipline. Both the creation and 
the eventual hegemony have historical explanations. See my 
"Anflnge der algebraischen Denkweise im 17. Jahrhunder", RETE 
1(1971), 15-30. 
3. What, for that matter, is the immediate utility of any 
part of the Doctrine, and why should that form a criterion for 
abridging an historical document when one is supposedly offering 
an edition of it? 
ADA, COUNTESS OF LOVELACE: BYRON'S LEGITIMATE DAUGHTER. By 
Doris Langley Moore. New York (Harper 8 Row). 1977. $25.00. 
Reviewed by Anthony Hyman, 
St. Antony's College, Oxford, England 
Ada Lovelace is a gift from the gods to so rigorous a subject 
as the history of mathematics. Beautiful, charming, tempera- 
mental, her own life a minor tragedy, as Byron's daughter she 
acquires the romance that attaches to everyone associated with 
that magnificent p&e maudit. 
Doris Langley Moore is the chronicler of the Byron family. 
Her biography of Ada Lovelace follows earlier books on Lord 
Byron himself. Ada Lovelace's mathematical work plays a small 
part in the book. Indeed but for her association with Charles 
Babbage she has no claim to a position in the history of mathematics 
Ada's mother, the odious Lady Noel Byron, took her to Babbage's 
house in 1833, but it was only some years after Ada married Lord 
King (later Earl of Lovelace) that she began to see a great deal 
of Babbage. He was addicted to the company of beautiful and in- 
telligent women and for more than a decade she played an 
important part in his life. 
Ada Lovelace was an enthusiastic student of mathematics, 
becoming proficient at a time when it was exceedingly rare for 
a woman to do so; and she was an aristocratic hostesss: the 
mathematicians of the day were fascinated. There is no evidence 
that she ever did original work in mathematics: all that remains 
are student exercises. If she did attempt anything original it 
was probably developed in the "Book", her mathematical scrapbook 
which passed back and forth between her and Babbage; long since 
disappeared. But she translated and made extensive notes to 
Menabrea's famous paper on Babbage's Calculating Engines. These 
notes were made under Babbage's careful supervision and Babbage 
himself carried out the calculation of the Bernoulli numbers. 
Thus her notes are by far the most important statement we possess 
